GOD’S HOLY JUDGMENT
By ABDRUSCHIN

God’s Holy Judgment! The great purification, salvation, and liberation from the evil which again and again,
for thousands of years aimed at poisoning life on earth! There shall be an end to all evil and a new
beginning. This is God’s all-holy Will which I proclaim and thus it will be!
When the signs of the Judgment become visible now, man will, in rising fear, raise questions and search for
the meaning of these signs and many voices will be heard regarding happenings, placating and comforting,
warning, and admonishing, predicting doom while some promise good fortune.
Above all those voices, however, there stands the Word of the Message, unshakable and sublime, as It is
fulfilled visibly everywhere on earth!
Finally, man on earth becomes aware! But doubts remain; for the noxious weed that is mistrust has been
much too deeply rooted in him through Lucifer’s minions who have been able to wreak havoc trying to
poison humanity so that it can no longer be saved but at the last moment will remain their prey.
In their desperation, people reach again for this or that false hope which, however, quickly fades and lets
them continue to stray, lonely, with empty hands and bitterness in their hearts until finally they are left
with the Word of the Message alone, which floats above them like a luminous island.
Timidly these strays try to approach the Word, yet they can’t believe that the very mediator whom they
once in their pathetic, corrupted intellectualism and conceit, condemned and rejected has now become
the cornerstone by which they have to judge themselves and be smashed if they do not submit to God’s
Will standing above them in the Judgment. They cannot believe it because they do not want to believe it
due to the rising fear within.
Then they will be overcome by horror, shame and fear, insecurity, and despair in the recognition that in
their insane intellectual conceit they had often considered things to be right that were the opposite of
what God’s Laws demand of them. They see that until now they have lived only for their own desires
thereby serving the Darkness which crept up on them. What is more, they see that in reality they have not
even intended to serve but only to rule which led to shallowness and forced the spirit to become indolent.
They rightfully doubt themselves and their ability to judge and thereby fall prey to utter hopelessness.
In between, however, their false works collapse with thunderous roars, shaking them up out of their
demoralized fatigue so that in ceaseless experiencing they will finally recognize that which is Truth and
brings them salvation and is the only thing capable of liberating them from the ruins of all the
consequences of their presumption of knowing better:
The Holy Word of the Grail Message!
All of mankind on earth will listen and pay attention then, forced by the Holy happening! Yet, in the
recognition and despite their rising earnest volition, they still will not see the right picture of many a
thing.
Expectantly, men will point to the bringer of this Word and, according to their nature, they will tell each
other:
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“See, He prophesied it! He predicted everything that is now happening. Only we did not want to listen to
Him! He must have been sent to warn and help us. Let us go to Him so that He will liberate us from our
terrible misfortune!”
However, all who approach in this way will not be heard but will be rejected and sent to experience
renewed earthly suffering so that they may mature and through the experiences learn to ask in humility!
They must recognize the Living Word in the Message sent by God for their salvation through the Holy
Judgment!
There is a great difference in the nature of the recognition. In his arrogance man has become used to
regarding everything from his perspective and wants to apply this perspective to me and my Word as well.
However, this is based merely on human concepts, it is the way of the development of the human spirit.
For this reason, he will first think of prophesies! Certainly, a person who is spiritually shown images of
coming events so that he will announce them is prophesying! In this sense such interpretations are
correct. However, such thinking must not be the foundation for understanding and recognizing me in my
Word!
It is different with the Message which is not human word. I bring the Word of my Message from the Light,
from God, and every word of It is itself holy fulfillment! My Word is Life, is deed! Whatever you must live
through today and in the future is the effect of the Word which I brought in the Will of God! Thus, my
Word was not prophecy but the deed that brings about all the effects.
Every time, as soon as I spoke the Word, the basis was laid for today’s effects, the birth or initiation of all
happenings, whichever term you want to use, it is the same in in the spirit of the Word as well as in the
deed. Thus, every one of my Words will complete itself unswervingly since the Words are Life and contain
primordial power; for it was thereby that the Will of God took on form which gave direction to His Deed in
this materiality.
Try to comprehend this, men and you will then have found the right way to the value of my Word.
My view, unlike yours, is not directed from this earth, rather I look to you from the Light. Thus, everything I
speak must be received and comprehended in this way. In connection with this, turn off your earthlyhuman ways and take what I speak as a gift from God. Then you will have joy and happiness; for then you
are receiving my Word in humility, as you must. Moreover, in this way you will also discover treasures
therein that would have to remain closed to you if you acted differently by regarding the Word as a
construct of human thoughts.
You must reach the point that I prescribed for you. Until you do, the Judgment will not relent but stay with
you. For recognition of my Word all alone is the golden key that will open for you the gate to peace and a
new being.

All the old must perish since it carries within the poison of false thinking.

Amen.
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